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It's Bigger
and Better
than Ever
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end of each month, when the specimens of that month's featwed mined
nailed to the club's hundreds of members.

"Wi: sort the specimens by size and grade," says club manger
Chrtstine Domino."Each spec@em so~neswith a box, a minedident3ication labei, a c o m p u t e r ~ t e xmailing
l
a -1
write-up, our newsletter, and a mailing envelope. It's a lot of work,
and our monthly postage costs are well over a thousand dollars.
But it's all wwth it, because we know how pleased our members
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"Members still receive the same quality
specimens and detailed writeups at the same
affordable prices," says Dimitxi, "but now we
serve a broader range of collectors by p r o
viding everythrng from study specimens for
students and beginners all the way to fine
specimens for advanced collectors.
"Mineral collecting is changing and the
Mineral of the Month Club is changing
with it," Dimitri explains. "Because this is
the computer age, we've greatly expanded
our online presence. By combining our
specimens and writeups with our new
Web site resources, we're making mineral
collecting a richer and more educational
experience than ever before."
The idea of mailing a mineral specimen
to subscribers each month began with California mineral collectors Russ and Alexandra Filer in the earlv 1970s. a time when
the hobby of mineral colle&ng was growing rapidly. The big gem and mineral shows
in Tucson, Arizona, and Denver, Colorado,
were already well established, magazines
like Rock G Gem and The Mineralogical Record had published their first issues, new
gem and mineral clubs were being founded
across the country, and more people than
ever were collecting minerals.
The Filers provided their Mineral of the
Month Club members with small, inexpensive, study-grade specimens until they r e
tired in 1982 and disbanded their program.
The demand went unfulfilled until the mid19905, when the Sittingers, mineral collectors
who were establishing themselves as dealers,
brought the concept of the mailarder rninera1 club back to life, using the same name,
but with a few changes to the program.
'me Filers' club worked well in the
1970s," Richard recalls, "but mineral collecting had since changed a great deal.
Cheryl and I realized that collectors were
much more so~histicatedand knowledge
.,
able, and that if a similar club were to succeed in the 19905, it would have to offer
more than just mineral specimens."
The Sittingers began by upgrading the
size and quality of the specimens and offering two membership levels to serve collector interests and budgets. Most importantly,
they included a detailed, informational r e
port with every specimen.

~beird
of the ~ o n c l~u bl

TOP: In May 2012, dub members received nodular
"suns" of bright-blue azurite in a kaolin day mabix,
mined at a remote site on Aboriginal land in Australia's
NorthernTerritory.
CENTER: 'By combiningour specimensand write-ups
making mineral
with our new Web site resou~es~we're
collecting a richer and more educational experience
than ever beforersays DimitriSpanos.
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BOTTOM: Mineral of the Month Club members re- $
cently had the chance to acquire beautiful specimens
of orange quartz includedwith hematite from China. b
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ing at Komoiany had caused serious environmental degradation, most of which was
inflicted during the intensive mining operations conducted during the years of Nazi
and Soviet occupation, and of the remediation efforts that are now underway.
Compiling the club's monthly writeup is
a big job that demands time-consuming r e
search from dozens of sources. The 10-page
writeups consist of sections on physical
properties, name origin, chemical composition, crystal type and structure, collecting localities, jewelry and decorative uses,
history and lore, and technological uses. A
special section provides an in-depth discussion of a particular aspect of the featured
mineral, while an "About Our Specimens"
section explains how, where and when the
specimens were collected.
"About Our Specimens" also offers suggestions on how to view and study the
specimens, and discusses lighting techniques, the use of loupes or magnifying
glasses, viewing by reflected or transmitted
light, specific features to look for, and how
to vary lighting and viewing angles to r e
veal such phenomena as color zoning indescence, and pleochroism.
Additionally, when necessary, the write
ups advise club members of special storage
and handling considerations. This h a p
pened most recently when the featured
mineral was realgar-orpiment Red realgar
and yellow-orange orpiment are closely
related arsenic sulfides. Orpiment is often
powdery and tends to rub off on the skin,
and its arsenic content can make it toxic if
ingested or inhaled. This writeup reminded club members to wash their hands thoroughly after handling the specimens and,
because realgar is light sensitive, to store
the specimens in lidded boxes after display
or study.
The club's second mailing from New
York in July 2012 featured the ruby variety of corundum from Mysore, India, a locality in which star ruby has been mined
since ancient times. These specimens
consisted of hexagonal, purplish-red, ruby
crystals as large as I inch in a black-andwhite syenite matrix.
In August, members received specimens
of an industrial mineral, probertite, a basic
hydrous sodium calcium borate. The mineral was from California's famed Boron
Pit, the world's leading source of boron
minerals. These specimens were once part
of the personal collection of Jim Minette,
a long-time Boron Pit manager. Minette
sometimes collected specimens by redirecting mining operations when unusual
mineral occurrences were found. After the
Minette collection was sold, the Mineral of
the Month Club had the good fortune to
acquire some of its specimens.
Members next received pink crystals
of manganoan calcite from China's ManaoAugust 201 4

shan mine. The writeup explained how
Manaoshan management authorizes 'collection teams" of miners to gather commercial quantities of specimens under a
profit-sharing anangement The writeup
also detailed how the rapidly growing Chinese mining industry has become a major
source of mineral specimens.
Membership in the Mineral of the
Month Club is structured in a three-tier
arrangement. Each month, Silver Level
members receive a small, quality specimen of the featured mineral that is usually
between I inch and 2 inches in size. This

basic level is aimed at families, youngsters
and students as a starting point for dweloping an interest in minerals and in the
earth sciences.
The dub's youngest Silver Level mem
ber, age 6, recently told Christine that he
studies his monthly specimen and reads
the writeup with his fanuly. Many teenage
members use the specimens and writeup
in school reports and p r e s e n t a h Silver
Level membership costs $150 per year and@
includes the specimen, write-up, newsletter, a list of special monthly offers, and all
shipping and handling charges.
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oQindividuai~.Thecostof&
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